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This music fuses the core elemnts of 70's introspective soul and 80's eclectic funk bands with todays hip

hop grit.Warrior is a young singer with the lyrical style of an old soul legend. Try it. 12 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Soul, URBAN/R&B: Funk Details: WARRIOR In an era of music where careers have

become very disposable, talent equals longevity. When the smoke clears real music will prosper.

Standing at the forefront of the movement will be Chris Warrior. At an early age, such artist as Stevie

Wonder, Prince, Lenny Kravitz and Sly Stone influenced Warrior. Poised, confident and creative, Chris

Warrior's untitled debut is one of Neo Soul's best secrets. An OPUS is born. Recorded in Los Angeles,

Warrior delivers a collage of 12 astonishing tracks, ranging from heart felt Street Tales, to timeless Love

Songs. The album seamlessly blends from track to track. Warrior's innovative style combined with

emotional, thought provoking lyrics, separates him from the monotony that's ever so present today. His

uncompromising soulful blends and creative integrity are what music has been missing, and Warrior

delivers the remedy. After one listen Warrior proves himself as a renaissance man, displaying his ability

to paint vibrant pictures of reality. Chris's unique songwriting ability and un-compromised form of

self-expression can be heard on standout tracks such as Look What U Done, Survive, and Water Flow.

Encapsulating the soul of the 70's, eclectic beats, melodies and harmonies, and fused with the grit of

today's Hip Hop, it's been years since an album commands the listener's undivided attention. Possessing

a positive vibe with a hustler's mentality, Warrior bridges the generation gap of musical taste, winning the

approval of the streets and the hearts of hopeless romantics on one sonic canvas.
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